Senior Living-Specific
Casegoods from Direct Supply
MATERIALS
Veneer
• Perfect for hospitality-inspired and transitional care environments, upscale veneer construction is
warm and inviting and often features high-pressure laminate tops that resist moisture and spills
• Constructed of renewable, eco-friendly material with a thin wooden sheet applied to the
furniture’s surface
• Easily touched up in the field, and can be stained darker or refinished with high gloss or matte
• Less-visible seams provide a higher-end look that looks great longer
Thermolaminate

Dovetail joint

•	Seamless surfaces resist cracking, chipping and peeling for a fresh look that will last in
demanding settings like Memory Care
• More flexible than traditional laminate, making it a more durable solution
• Heat-sealed to furniture in one continuous piece so moisture and bacteria are kept out
Laminate
•	This budget-friendly option is available in a spectrum of styles so you don’t have to sacrifice
the look you want for the price point you need, and includes high-pressure laminate tops
that resist moisture and spills
•	Construction features an overlay of paper over plastic (usually with a woodgrain pattern)
that is attached to an engineered wood substrate and sealed

Dowel-and-glue joint

DRAWER JOINTS
•	Dovetail joints are the strongest joints because the wood grooves act as a lock to hold the
construction together longer. It is more labor intensive to construct them, making them a
more expensive option
•	Dowel-and-glue joints join on a flat edge and are reinforced with glue and wood dowels
•	Mitre joints are two beveled pieces of wood that meet at a corner and are glued. They are
often reinforced by staples or screws

DRAWER HARDWARE

Mitre joint

Fixed drawer bail

•	Fixed drawer bails are one-piece fixtures that are rigid and easily grasped by most residents
•	Loose drawer pulls are usually hinged or hanging from a mounting plate. Because they
must be lifted to use, they can be difficult for residents with reduced dexterity
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Loose drawer pull
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